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***Not all Metadata is visible to the customer, but that doesn’t mean it’s not
important! ***

Metadata comprises many pieces of information. Some pieces of information are
vital, while other pieces are recommended:
Vital Metadata
•ISBN
•Title/Author
•Page numbers
•Price
•Format
•Pub Date
•BISAC Code
Recomended Metadata

•Keywords
•Headline
•Description
•Blurbs
•Reviews

Some pieces of Metadata are easy to fix if mistakes are made, while others are
not:
Hard to Fix: Double and Triple Check
•ISBN
•Pub Date
•Format

Metadata helps people find your book and decide whether or not to buy it. It also
helps librarians and retailers know how to shelve and categorize your book.
Effective Metadata can:
Increase Sales

Target Specific/Multiple Audiences

Help Middle Sellers Find/Categorize your Book

Help your Book Stand Out

Scheduling Metadata is Important:
If you do not properly plan and schedule, you may lose any advantages complete
and targeted metadata will give you. See Appendix B of our Publisher Handbook.

3 Months before
• SPD needs
Metadata in order
to transmit to
industry.

1 Month Before
• SPD needs
physical copies of
the book in stock.

Pub Date
• Date you want the
book available to
buy.

*** The more complete and accurate your Metadata, the better chance a book has! ***

Middle sellers (bookstores, wholesalers, retailers, online retailers etc.) can get
your data from several sources, such as a distributor, a printer that offers
distribution services, or from you directly.
In the case of Small Press Distribution, our publishers submit their metadata to us,
and then we transmit it to the industry (Amazon, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, &
more).
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Publisher

Small Press
Distribution

Middle
Sellers

Customer

Different pieces of your metadata are important to different customers.
• A headline, for example (bold sentence or two at the top of your
description) is geared toward individuals and is meant to capture the
attention of a casual browser.
• A BISAC code, on the other hand, is geared toward middle sellers and
librarians, who may use them to grow a particular section in their
bookstore or library or simply to shelve the book.

*** SPD must receive your Metadata at least 3 MONTHS before the pub date to have
adequate time to transmit this data to the industry! ***

An ISBN is an International Standard Book Number. ISBNs were 10 digits in length
prior to 2007. They now always consist of 13 digits.
The ISBN EQUALS your book, so this is one of the most important pieces of
metadata to get right.
• Check and double check before sending the ISBN to your distributor.
• Just as the registered owner of the ISBN must be the publisher, there is a
section for the distributor as well. Make sure Small Press Distribution is
listed as the distributer.
Small Press Distribution displays the 13 digit ISBN as the Product Number and the
10 digit ISBN as the ISBN on our website (the data that’s transmitted is formatted
differently).

If your title is too generic, your book may be hard to impossible to find via a
search engine unless the reader/buyer has the author's name or some other piece
of metadata. For example “Dogs.”

Similarly, a title composed of all numbers or all symbols can be impossible to
search for and find, both on retail sites and in databases. So this should be
avoided. Example “(((…)))” by Maxwell Clark.

An effective title can help customers find your book!

An author bio does not mean a long, complete history of the author. Keep it
short.
Author bios should include:

Other Books
by the Author

Significant
Awards

An Interesting
Fact or Two

Social Media
Handles

For the interesting fact, mention things that might speak to potential readers. For
example, what communities is the author a part of?

That Gorgeous Feeling,
Underground National,
Solar Maximum, No
Comet, That Serpent in
the Sky Means Noise

Pew Fellow

Grew up three miles
from CIA

Social Media Handles:
Not Listed

This date is complicated in the small press world because we do not really operate
by the strict-on-sale process that large publishing houses follow.
As a distributor, we expect to have a new title in stock AT LEAST two weeks but
preferably a month before the pub date so we have time to get copies to middle
sellers and retailers before the pub date. So the book is technically available
before the pub date. SPD will sell your book as soon as it is in inventory regardless
of the pub date unless you tell us otherwise.
Additionally, SPD must have your metadata at least three months before the
publication date in order to transmit the data and make sure sales channels are
open before the book is in stock in our warehouse.
3 Months before
• SPD needs
Metadata in
order to transmit
to industry.

1 Month Before
• SPD needs
physical copies of
the book in
stock.

Pub Date
• Date you want
the book
available to buy.

The pub date should not be moved around if you need to move your launch for
the book. Once the pub date is transmitted, changing it can make your data seem
unreliable or might make customers worry there are problems or delays with the
book (which can affect events and event decisions).

Keywords make the book more discoverable and give the reader a better idea of
what the book is about.
Choose up to ten.
Use terms a reader might type into a search engine to find your book. For
example, LGBT or Asian American or essays.
Include genres, topics, time periods, and what is most relevant to your book.
You are the best person to create keywords for your book because you know your
book. It is hard for someone who has not read or seen your book to create
keywords for it.
Examples of Keywords:
• Letters to the Future: Black Women/Radical Writing:
o Experimental, Black, Women, Justice, Hybrid, Innovative, LGBT,
Poetry, Essays, Art.

Here is a headline from Cruel Futures on City Lights’ website:

And here is a headline from the listing of Wild Milk on Amazon:

Although SPD currently does not display headlines on our site at this time, we can
transmit them with our data so that places like Amazon can display them on their
sites. We strongly encourage publishers to include a headline when submitting a
New Title Form. The headline field can be found directly under the “Catalog Copy”
field. Please do not include HTML tags. We will do that on our end.

Below are instructions on how to create an effective headline. If you would
like SPD to create one for you, we can do so for a small fee. Please contact
Grant Kerber, Publicity & Marketing Manager (grant@spdbooks.org), if you
are interested in this service.
How to create an effective headline:
1. Length: Headlines should ideally be one sentence with no more than 200
words.
2. Content: What makes this book unique? What are its key features? Here
are examples of what the headline should focus on:
a. Awards or nominations:
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award.
b. Praise from an excellent review or blurb:
An adventure that Publishers Weekly calls “magical, thrilling, with
just the right amount of salt.”
c. A description of what the book is about:
A comprehensive guide to the lyric essay, including interviews with
writers and writing prompts.
d. An appeal to the book’s primary audience:
Perfect for both professional and at-home chefs seeking to refine
their dessert menu.
If you are stuck, a good place to start is with the book’s keywords. You should
include these in your headline if possible. For example, in the headline above for
Cruel Futures, keywords for the title may include “Latina,” “feminism,” and “pop
culture.”

Sales pitch for the book. Why should someone read it? What is it about? Why is it
important?
General guideline: a paragraph of description and two blurbs or review pull
quotes.
Keywords should be incorporated into the description and can also be used as a
guide in creating one.

Description

Blurb

Blurb

Blurb

How to choose effective BISAC Codes:
• First, what is the book’s major genre or category?
o Poetry. POE000000.
o Fiction. FIC000000.
o Literary Nonfiction. LIT000000.
• Then what is it specifically about?
o Include the BISAC codes for that.
SPD can accommodate three BISAC codes. Like keywords, you are the best person
to categorize your book and choose its BISAC codes because you know what it is
about, who your audience is, and what communities you belong to.
BISAC codes are more important than you may think. For example, you may think
the general poetry BISAC code is sufficient for your poetry book. However, a
librarian might want to expand their poetry section to include more titles by Black
poets. That librarian might overlook your book because you failed to provide the
additional BISAC code that indicates this is a book by a Black poet (POE005050
POETRY / American / African American). Additionally places like Amazon may not
connect your poetry book to additional relevant categories because you only
provided one BISAC code, and that might mean fewer eyes looking at your book.
We do understand that finding three BISAC codes might be impractical for some
books, so include as many as is feasible.

First, determine how much your book will cost to print per copy. Then factor in
other costs, such as marketing, distribution, shipping, etc. What margin do you
need to survive? To thrive?
SPD strongly encourages pricing full-length books at $18 or above. Large
publishing houses can afford pricing lower than cost because of the volume they
sell. In the small press world, you can’t do that. A higher price does not
necessarily mean you are limiting the amount of people who can access your
book. It is better to have a higher list price and then offer a discount if readers
order directly from your site (which SPD allows and even encourages, since you
get the largest cut from direct sales).
Break down the math: $18
• A standard discount for wholesalers and middle sellers is 40%. And a
standard cut from your distributor is usually 50% and is applied to the net
sales (what the book is sold for, not the list price).
• For more information on SPD royalty tiers, see “Discount/Payment” on
page 11 in the SPD publisher handbook.
• Does $5.40 per book cover your printing/shipping costs, distribution fees,
author payments, etc? If not, consider raising the price, finding a cheaper
means of printing, crowdfunding portions of the book's production or
marketing costs, or some combination of all three.
$18

$10.80
• List Price

• Net Price to
wholesellers
(40% of List)

$5.40
• Distributor
cut (50% of
net price)

$5.40
• Publisher
cut (50% of
net price)

Here are some links that will help you accomplish the task of creating effective
metadata.
BISAC codes to help you categorize your book. This website offers an easily
searchable list of all available codes.
BOWKER, where you can purchase ISBNs.
SPD Publisher Handbook that gives you specific information that is needed as an
SPD publisher.

